I have been reading though the AimHighNY math standards starting with
The Real Number System
EXTEND THE PROPERTIES OF EXPONENTS TO RATIONAL EXPONENTS.
I found this one in an Algebra instruction sheet pre CC.
RN.1
Explain how the definition of the meaning of rational exponents follows from extending the properties
of integer exponents to those values, allowing for a notation for radicals in terms of rational exponents.
I found this one in EngageNY Algebra II (specifically)
N-RN.2
Rewrite expressions involving radicals and rational exponents using the properties of exponents.
I found this one in an Algebra guide pre CC under; pre-Algebra review.
Use properties of rational and irrational numbers.
N-RN.3
Explain why the sum or product of two rational numbers is rational; that the sum of a rational number
and an irrational number is irrational; and that the product of a nonzero rational number and an
irrational number is irrational.
When teachers talk about the fact that the standards are in “disorder” and it is unclear which standards
will be taught on which test, this is exactly what they are talking about.
How are teachers supposed to teach to an Algebra 1 test for students to pass in order to graduate when
it is not clear how the standards are supposed to fit within the grade level context? NYSED took the
Common Core State Standards as is, with no thought as to how they fit into the NYS Regents exam
system. How did this happen? Because there were no seasoned educators, no veteran high school
math teachers included in the process. Instead, $12.9 million was pumped into EngageNY modules that
do not line up with how NYS’s education model works.
Another example this week, it has been reported that the CCSS 4th grade math standards do not line
with the NAEP exam, resulting in a decline in test scores. How does this happen? By education
reformers assuming they know better then the teachers in the classroom.
So, how are Common Core standards higher, better, if they were not carefully thought through and
vetted?
Or, are these just inherent flaws in the entire standards driven education model?

